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The usefulness of multiconfiguration self-consistent-field (MCSCF) calculations in computing
correlated proton transfer potentials is investigated for the systems HFi, H 7Nt, H 30i, and
HsOt. In deciding whether to include particular molecular orbitals, it is important to consider the balance of electron density between the donor and acceptor groups and the interactions that are incorporated in the orbitals. Only orbitals which have the proper symmetry to
interact with the transferring hydrogen need be included in the MCSCF active space. Reasonable transfer barriers are obtained when the orbitals are balanced and only interactions
relevant to the transfer process are allowed in the MCSCF active space. Equivalent barriers
are determined, but the criteria are more easily met, if the canonical molecular orbitals are
first subjected to a localization. Only the two localized molecular orbitals that contain the F,
N, or 0 interaction with the transferring hydrogen are needed, which reduces the difficulty of
eliminating unproductive interactions. In addition, the localization allows additional virtual
orbitals to be included without producing a undesirable correlation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of its fundamental nature and its prevalence in
various important chemical and biological reactions, the
proton transfer process has been the focus of increasing
attention. 1- S A number of ab initio quantum chemical calculations have been addressed to evaluation of the potential energy surface for the transfer of a proton from one
molecule to another across a pre-existing hydrogen bond.
Past work has indicated that electron correlation introduces significant perturbations into the Hartree-Fock potentials.6-16 The majority of correlated studies of proton
transfers have utilized the M0ller-Plesset perturbation
technique6-ll; other methods investigated have included
coupled cluster and configuration interaction. 12- 16
Common to these approaches is the assumption that a
single electronic configuration can serve as an adequate
reference state. While these methods appear to suffice, it
would be interesting to examine an alternate approach involving multiple configurations. The central objective of
this communication is an analysis of the possibility of using
muIticonfiguration self-consistent field (MCSCF) methods
to calculate proton transfer potentials in an efficient and
accurate manner. Such a test has not been carried out as
yet in the literature. One strength of this method is its
ability to focus in on the correlation associated with particular orbitals. A prime drawback of MCSCF, however, is
the necessity to make an arbitrary choice as to which molecular orbitals to include in the expansion. This work
hence includes a systematic examination of the effects upon
the transfer potential of including various classes and
groupings of orbitals in the MCSCF expansion.
A standard Hartree-Fock calculation yields canonical
molecular orbitals which are delocalized over the entire
complex. These molecular orbitals (MOs) can be transformed into a set of orbitals which are much more concentrated in one region or another of the system by a local-

ization procedure. Another question considered is whether
such a localization offers a superior framework for the
MCSCF machinery in the particular case of the proton
transfer process. For example, can the MCSCF procedure
be accomplished more efficiently using the localized MOs
representing the X-H bond and the Y lone pair, as compared to a larger number of de10calized MOs?
A multiconfiguration method yields a certain fraction
of the total correlation energy; the remainder may be recovered by a configuration interaction (CI) approach.
There are several starting points for the CI calculations,
some of which may be superior to others. In a companion
paper, we compare several options. The first is a simple CI
expansion using the Hartree-Fock wave function as a single reference. A second uses a MCSCF wave function as a
multiconfiguration reference which will also provide information about the viability of single configuration correlation schemes such as M011er-Plesset. In the same spirit of
searching for efficiency, we investigate the dual possibilities
of performing this preliminary MCSCF in the framework
of either canonical or localized MOs.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Most of the calculations discussed here were performed using the general atomic and molecular electronic
structure system (GAMESS) Y The primary focus of this
work concerns the MCSCF method,18 as implemented in
GAMESS. All calculations reported here use the full optimized reaction space (FORS), which includes all possible combinations of electron excitations from the chosen
occupied to the chosen virtual orbitals. As a result, the
number of configurations included in the calculation rises
dramatically with increase in the number of orbitals selected. Our version and implementation of GAMESS allows approximately ten orbitals to be included in the reaction space. Localizations were carried out using the Boys
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criteria,19 as implemented in the program. GAUSSIAN-88
(Ref. 20) was used to carry out the M011er-Plesset calculations. The calculations presented employ the split valence
4-31G basis. 21 Of course, the results with this basis set
cannot be taken as definitive values of the transfer barriers
but the spirit of this paper is directed more along the lines
of examining the merit of each individual computational
method rather than determination of a precise barrier of
experimental quality. In that vein, the specific basis set
choice is less critical than the consistency and reproducibility of the calculated barriers.
The energy barrier for proton transfer is investigated
for four symmetric H-bonded complexes, HFi, H 7Nt,
H 30i, and H50t. The transfer barrier is evaluated as the
difference in energy between the midpoint of the transfer
and the starting (or ending) point. The rigid molecule
approximation is applied so that only the central hydrogen
atom is allowed to move during the transfer. All other
bond angles and lengths remain constant throughout the
transfer. Previous studies have indicated that this is a reasonable approximation for these systems. 22- 24 The midpoint structure is that in which the central hydrogen atom
is placed halfway along the F-F, 0-0, or N-N vector. For
the end-point structure, the distance of the bridging hydrogen from the donor atom, along the same axis, is determined by a 6-311 G** optimization. He is used to designate
the central hydrogen undergoing the transfer while the terminal hydrogens are denoted Hr
The following geometrical parameters were used to
construct the complexes. For HFi, the F-F distance was
set equal to the observed value of 2.28 A,25 resulting in a
midpoint F-Hc distance of 1.14 A. The optimized endpoint structure is somewhat arbitrary for this complex
since the potential contains only a single and symmetric
minimum. The hydrogen position for the starting point
was arbitrarily set slightly closer to one of the fluorines, at
a distance of 1.113 A (the transfer potential is extremely
flat for longer distances). The midpoint structure has D 00 h
symmetry, while that of the end point is C oov•
The geometry around each nitrogen atom of H7Nt is
tetrahedral with r(NH) equal to 1.00 A. The two tetrahedra are staggered with R(N-N) =2.95 A. The N-He distances are 1.475 and 1.043 A in the mid and end-point
structures, respectively. The symmetry of the midpoint is
D3d and the endpoint is C 3v'
The length of the bond between the oxygen and each
terminal hydrogen (H t ) in H30i is 0.957 A, and each
O-H t bond makes an angle of 104.5" with the 0-0 axis; the
two terminal hydrogens are in a trans arrangement with
respect to the 0-0 axis. The oxygen atoms are separated
by 2.74 A, with r(OH) equal to 0.997 A in the end-point
structure. Even though the midpoint structure is formally
of C2h symmetry, the calculations were limited to CS' The
end-point structure has Cs symmetry.
In each OH 2 subunit of H 50t, the O-H t distances are
0.957 A and the HPH t angle 104.5". The HOH bisectors
are disposed 120· from the 0-0 axis, trans to one another.
The 0-0 distance is again 2.74 A. The distance from the
nearest oxygen to the central hydrogen is 1.012 A in the

TABLE I. Proton transfer barriers (kca1!mol).

HFi
H1Nt
H 30i
HsOt
HsOt

Basis set

SCF

MP2

MP3

MP4

4-31G
4-31G
4-31G
4-31G
6-311G**

-0.059
11.15
6.71
6.24
10.00

-0.105
5.61
0.54
0.94
4.45

-0.092
6.94
2.42
2.57
6.10

-0.077
5.96
1.16
1.52
4.33

starting structure. The symmetries are C2h and Cs for the
mid and end-point structures, respectively. As with H 30i,
only Cs symmetry is explicitly used in the calculations.
As a yardstick of the accuracy of a given calculation,
comparisons can be made of the calculated barriers with
those found using other methods. Table I reports the barriers computed for each system at the SCF level with the
4-31 G basis set as well as the results at various levels of
M011er-Plesset perturbation theory. The negative barriers
listed for FHF- refer to the greater stability of the midpoint than of the somewhat arbitrary end point since the
transfer potential of this system contains a single symmetric well. The trend observed in each case is that MP2 lowers the barrier quite substantially relative to SCF. It is
raised a bit by MP3 but lowered again at the MP4 level, all
in accord with trends noted previously. 16,26,27 The data using the larger 6-311 G** basis set 28 are included to indicate
how changing the size of the basis affects the calculated
proton transfer barrier at various levels of correlation. In
the following, we will consider the MP4/4-31G results as a
sort of benchmark by which to judge the accuracy of the
various calculations, also based on 4-31G.
III. MCSCF CALCULATIONS

Before discussing the calculations, the SCF orbitals
will be summarized. The systems investigated here are isoelectronic, each having 10 occupied orbitals. The MOs in
the midpoint geometry represent either symmetric or antisymmetric combinations of the two subunits, with equal
weight. The MOs are considerably more localized in the
end-point configurations, where each orbital pair consists
of two similar orbitals, one located primarily on each subunit. The first two MOs are composed of the Is orbitals on
the first-row atoms, leaving eight valence orbitals. The
third and fourth MOs are similar in character except they
involve the 2s rather than Is functions of F, 0, or N, and
the terminal hydrogens. The symmetric MO of this pair
also contains a certain contribution from the central hydrogen. The next six MOs incorporate primarily the p orbitals of the first-row atoms and terminal hydrogens where
symmetry-allowed.
A prime issue with the MCSCF approach is proper
selection of a small number of orbitals to include in the
expansion which produce the desired types of correlation.
In the case of the proton transfer process, the focus of
interest is the X-He bond of the proton donor and the
pertinent lone pair of the acceptor molecule. In principle,
the MCSCF results depend upon the number of occupied
and virtual orbitals of each symmetry that are included in
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TABLE II. Calculated energies (hartree) using combinations of noninteracting orbitals.

HFi

H7Nt

H 30i

H 50t

Occupied
orbitals'

Virtual
orbitals'

Midpoint
energy

End-point
energy

IlTux IlTuy
IlTux IlTuy
IlTgx IlTv
IlTgx IlTv
IlTux IlTuy
IlTgx IlTv
IlTux IlTuy IlTgx IlTv
IlTux IlTuy IlTgx IlTgy
IlTux IlTuy IlTgx IlTgy
IlTux IlTu, IlTgx IlTv 3ug 3uu
lew: leu,
leux leu, legx legy
lew: leuy legx legy 3a2u 3alg
leux leu, legx lev
1a" 20"
1a" 2a"
la" 2a"
la" 2a"
la" 2a"
1a" 2a"
la" 2a"
la" 2a"
1a" 20"
10" 2a"
la" 2a"

2lTux 2lTuy
21Tgx 2lTv
2lTux 2lTUY
2lTgx 2lTgy
2lT ux 2lT uy 2lTgx 2lTgy
2lTux 2lTuy 2lTgx 2lTgy
2lTux 2lTUY
2lTgx 2lTgy
2lTw: 2lTuy 2lTgx 2lTgy
2lTux 2lTuy 2lTgx 2lTgy
2ew: 2euy
2eux 2euy 2egx 2egy
2eux 2euy 2egx 2egy
2eux 2e uy 2egx 2egy 402u 40 lg
3a"
40"
3a" 4a"
9a' lOa' lla' 12a' 13a' 140'
3a"
40"
3a" 40"
Sa" 6a"
3a" 40" Sa" 6a"
3a" 40" 9a' lOa'
l1a' 13a'

-199.2450872
-199.243668 I
-199.2462302
-199.2445013
-199.2526838
-199.2545548
-199.254840 2
-199.2519336
-199.3143024
-199.3158757
-112.600 455 5
-112.6583554
-112.661 1925
- 112.669 231 9
-151.191 3570
-151.1908534
-151.2083676
-151.1894968
-152.1364188
-152.1363666
-152.1595144
-152.1595144
-152.1617649
-152.1646760
-152.1376799

-199.2745059
-199.2745059
-199.2746326
-199.2746326
-199.2745065
-199.2746333
-199.2745062
-199.2746330
-199.314205 I
-199.3157782
-112.643 370 2
-112.6759474
-112.678 8464
-112.686847 I
-151.2080223
-151.208344 5
-151.2189976
-151.200 366 2
-152.1547703
-152.155 1280
-152.1693416
-152.1693416
-152.1715891
-152.1744897
-152.147572 3

'Symmetry designations corr.espond to the midpoint structure.

the active space. However, the situation may be complicated by the presence of additional local minima that can
trap the calculation in a different correlated space, producing undesired results. It is therefore necessary to examine
the orbitals resulting from each MCSCF calculation.
One might reasonably suppose that only orbitals which
belong to a symmetry designation capable of interacting
with the central hydrogen need be included in a MCSCF
evaluation of the transfer barrier. This assertion was tested
by performing three types of calculations. A first group of
orbitals to include in the excitation procedure is a partial
set of those which cannot interact with He. A second
choice involves a more complete set of noninteracting orbitals, viz., all of the noninteracting occupied orbitals and
their corresponding virtual MOs. A third choice builds on
the second in that, in addition to a complete sample of
noninteracting orbitals, one includes occupied or virtual
orbitals that may interact. As an additional test, this group
may also include combinations of occupied noninteracting
and virtual interacting orbitals (and vice versa).
Since the basis of the central hydrogen consists entirely
of s orbitals within the context of the 4-31 G basis set, He
can participate (in the midpoint geometry) only in MOs
which are symmetric with respect to a plane perpendicular
to the H-bond axis. Additional orbitals are able to interact
in the case of the end point due to its lower symmetry. As
both HFi and H7Ni contain an axis of symmetry coincident with the X-H-X axis, only the molecular orbitals
consisting primarily of the atomic F and N 2s and 2pz orbitals, of a or a-type symmetry, are able to interact with
the central hyct"rogen. The orbitals containing the F and

N 2px and 2py atomic orbitals are orthogonal to this axis
and belong to the 1T or e symmetry designations and hence
cannot interact with the central hydrogen. In contrast, the
O-H-O axis of H 50t and HP2" is not a proper rotation
axis. There is, however, a symmetry plane which contains
the O-H-O line as well as the terminal hydrogens in
H 302"; it bisects the Hr-O-H r angles in H50i. The six 2s,
2px, and 2py orbitals contained in this plane can interact
with the central hydrogen, while the two 2pz orbitals perpendicular to this plane cannot. In these systems, it is the
a" orbitals which are prohibited from interacting with the
central hydrogen while interaction with a' is allowed.
A. Noninteracting orbitals

The results of a series of calculations using noninteracting orbitals are listed in Table II. For HF2", the first
four computations reported use one of the two occupied 1T
pairs of orbitals along with one of the virtual1T pairs. Each
of the midpoint calculations produces a different energy.
Only two different energies arise for the' end-point geometry, suggesting there is one local minimum for each pair of
occupied MOs. Regardless of the particular combination of
orbitals, the transfer barrier is quite high, ranging between
17.8 and 19.4 kcal/mol. This result reflects a strong imbalance since the SCF data indicate a single symmetric minimum in which a central position of the proton is favored.
That is, the barrier computed as the energy difference between the two proton positions should yield a negative
barrier, a result confirmed by Table I. Rows 5 and 6 of
Table II add another pair of virtual1T MOs to the set while
7 and 8 add a pair of occupied 1T MOs. Either expansion
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results in a small reduction in the barrier to the 12-14
kcal/mol range by increasing the midpoint correlation
without significantly increasing that for the end point. A
much better result is achieved if all four pairs are included,
as in the next calculation which produces a negative barrier, equal to the SCF value. Addition of two a MOs in the
next calculation lowers the energies of both structures
slightly, but by similar amounts, leaving the barrier little
changed.
As in the HFZ" case, use of only one pair of occupied
and vacant e MOs yields a barrier much too high in H 7Nt,
as may be seen by the first row of that portion of Table II.
Expanding the list to all four pairs lowers the barrier to a
more realistic result, within 0.1 kcal/mol of the SCF value,
and again, addition of either occupied or virtual a-type
MOs, which can interact with the central hydrogen, have
minimal effect on the barrier.
The situation for the oxygen-containing systems is
somewhat different in that there are only two occupied a"
MOs prohibited by their symmetry from interacting with
the central hydrogen. Taking these two and adding one a"
virtual produces a rather high barrier, as in the first two
calculations for H 30Z" and HsOt. Adding a second vacant
a" reduces the barrier to within 0.1 kcal/mol of the SCF
value in either case. This barrier undergoes very little
change thereafter whether more vacant a" MOs are added
or if the vacant list includes a' MOs. The differing individual energies for each particular combination indicates there
is no local minimum trapping the MCSCF procedure.
The high barriers can be attributed to a preferential
stabilization by the MCSCF procedure of the end point of
the transfer in comparison to the midpoint. This preference
may be associated with the change in character of the individual MOs as the proton is transferred. For instance,
the I1Tux and I1Tuy MOs of HFZ" distribute themselves
evenly among all four atomic Px and Py orbitals in the
midpoint structure, while in the end-point structure they
are concentrated on the P orbitals of the proton donor
atom. Excitation from these MOs will therefore be similarly concentrated on the donor atom in the end-point
structure in comparison to the midpoint. However, the
(l1Tgx, 11Tgy) pair undergoes a reverse polarization in which
density accumulates on the acceptor rather than the donor.
Combination of the latter pair with (11Tux' I1TUy) can offer a
more balanced framework. Indeed, use of both pairs in the
excitation list, along with the four corresponding virtual
MOs does result in a much lower barrier (see calculation
9), near the SCF value. The same situation applies to
H7Nt where the (le ux, le uy ) pair must be combined with
(legx,legy ) to achieve the necessary balance. Similar conclusions are reached for H 30Z" and HsOt where balance
requires la" and 2a" as occupied MOs (coupled with appropriate virtual pairs).
In total then, when one utilizes a complete treatment
of orbitals that are not symmetrically disposed to interact
with the transferring hydrogen, the SCF barrier is obtained, indicating that the hydrogen position is not an important factor in the amount of correlation resulting from
these orbitals. As a result, they need not be included in the

allowed excitations of these calculations. However, erratic
results arise from an incomplete treatment. The barriers
are considerably higher than better correlated calculations
would indicate and even higher than the uncorrelated SCF
results.
B. Interacting orbitals

We now shift our attention to those orbitals which are
allowed by symmetry to interact directly with the central
hydrogen. In the case of the linear (F-H'" F) - system,
these are a orbitals. In order to generate a balanced set of
MOs for the MCSCF expansion, we list in Table III the
atomic populations obtained for individual MOs. For example, the first row of Table III shows that the atomic
population of the proton donor F atom within the 3ag MO
in the end-point configuration of (F-H'" F) - is 0.952, as
compared to only 0.705 on the acceptor atom. On the other
hand, the 3au MO is of opposite polarity, i.e., the acceptor
F atom is more heavily populated than the donor. When
summed together, these two MOs lead to very nearly the
same total popUlation on the two F atoms, as may be seen
in Table III. Moreover, this total of 1.819-1.837 is quite
close to the population of 1.828 on the F atoms in the
midpoint geometry. In addition to insuring that the populations of the donor and acceptor atoms are not changed
drastically, it is also important that the same be true of the
transferring hydrogen itself. Table III shows that the population of this atom within the (3ag>3au) pair is 0.344 in
both the end-point and midpoint geometries. The
(3ag>3a u) pair may hence be thought of as "balanced."
Augmentation by the 2ag MO destroys this balance but it
is regained if the 2au MO is also included in the set.
Similarly, the (2alg>2a2u) pair of H7Nt balances out
the populations in the two N atoms fairly well; the central
proton participates in this pair only to a small degree, with
population < 0.04. The (3alg>3a2u) pair, on the other hand,
contains high participation by this hydrogen (> 0.4) although the balance between the N atoms is not as good in
the (3alg>3a2u) pair. Including both pairs leaves the hydrogen well populated and improves the balance between the
N atoms [compared to the (3alg>3a2u) pair]. Other combinations listed in Table III leave substantially more density
on one N atom or the other.
Due to the lower symmetry of H 30Z", there are only
two occupied orbitals which are prohibited from interacting with He. Because of their low energy, we exclude the
core and the 2s-based orbitals, leaving four occupied a'
MOs. The Sa' and 7a' MOs are concentrated on the proton
donor 0 atom (in the end-point structure) while the acceptor is represented by 6a' and 8a'. A pretty good balance, in terms of the two oxygen atom populations as well
as He> results when all four MOs are combined. The data
listed in Table III for HsOt indicate that taken together,
the (7a',8a') pair is capable of balancing the donor and
acceptor atoms rather well; however, there is little interaction with the bridging hydrogen within this pair. The balance is less complete for (Sa' ,6a') which does involve the
hydrogen. Unlike H 30Z", when both pairs are considered
the donor and acceptor remain unbalanced with popula-
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TABLE III. Summation of Hartree-Fock atomic populations.

HFi

H7N[

HJOi

HsOt

He
midpoint

He
end point

X

Xdon

X.cc

Occupied orbitals'

midpoint

end point

end point

3ug
3u.
3ug 3u.
2ug 3ug 3u.
2ug 2u. 3ug 3uu
2alg 2a2.
3alg 3a2.
2a Ig 2a z• 3a Ig 3a2.
2a lg 2a 2u 3alg
2alg 2a2• 3a2.
2a lg 3alg 3a2.
2a2. 3a l8 3a2.
Sa'
7a' (6a')
Sa' 7a' (5a' 6a')
6a' 8a' (7a' 8a')
Sa' 6a' 7a' 8a'
5a' 6a' (Sa' 7a')
7a' 8a' (6a' 8a')
Sa' 6a' 7a' 8a'

0.3438
0.0000
0.3438
0.4383
0.4383
0.0240
0.4530
0.4770
0.4770
0.0240
0.4770
0.4530
0.3803
0.1134
0.4937
0.0000
0.4937
0.3670
0.0193
0.3863

0.3426
0.0014
0.3440
0.4353
0.4388
0.0377
0.4389
0.4766
0.4152
0.0991
0.4720
0.4435
0.2989
0.0837
0.3826
0.0895
0.4721
0.3535
0.0431
0.3966

0.8281
1.0000
1.8281
2.7809
3.7809
1.6856
1.6969
3.3537
2.3885
2.6220
2.5234
2.5272
0.6298
0.8619
1.4917
1.7408
3.2325
1.6478
1.9587
3.6065

0.9522
0.8672
1.8194
3.1852
3.7693
1.6931
1.5131
3.2062
3.1336
1.7657
3.2028
1.5165
1.2810
1.7229
3.0039
0.1473
3.1512
1.5251
1.9536
3.4787

0.7053
1.1313
1.8366
2.3794
3.7919
1.6210
1.8585
3.4795
1.6692
3.4313
1.8624
3.4756
0.0326
0.0028
0.0354
3.2262
3.2616
1.7484
1.9588
3.7072

'Symmetry designations correspond to the midpoint structure, except those within parentheses which correspond to the end-point structure.

tions of 3.48 and 3.71, respectively. The imbalance is due
to a shift in the 0 lone pair density as the hydrogen is
transferred.
As mentioned above, there are multiple local minima
accessible through the MCSCF procedure. The desired
minimum contains mainly "proton transfer" correlation
attributed to the X-He bond and the acceptor lone pair,
resembling a Pu orbital, oriented along the H-bond axis.
We wish to avoid nonproductive correlation involving, for
example, the terminal H atoms, even though the resulting
total energy may in fact be lower in such a case.
Identification of the multiconfigurational HartreeFock (MCHF) natural orbitals 29 that result from the MCSCF procedure allows one to focus on the orbitals thought
to be most pertinent. Terminal hydrogen incorporation is
determined by inspection of the coefficients of the active
MCHF natural orbitals. HI interaction is considered significant if any atomic orbital coefficient is > 0.1. Extraneous lone pair correlation is avoided by minimizing the p"
character of the orbitals that are included in the MCSCF
active space, where p" refers to p orbitals that are oriented
perpendicular to the H-bond axis. For each of the complexes studied, several combinations of orbitals, which are
detailed in Tables IV-VII, are included in the MCSCF
active space to determine which produce the desired correlated space.
Table IV lists the total energies of both the end-point
and midpoint geometries of HFi. Also included is the
summation of the occupations of the virtual natural orbitals included in the expansion which provides a measure of
the amount of correlation resulting from including these
virtuals in the expansion.
The first five rows in the table lead to the same energies
for both the end-point and midpoint geometries, indicating

that each combination of one occupied and one virtual u g
MO yields the same local minimum. The character of the
active occupied orbital is identical for each calculation; it is
a bonding interaction of He with the appropriate combination of fluorine sand pz orbitals, referred to as the Pa- The
virtual natural orbital is similar except it is antibonding
and has more He character. When additional u g virtuals are
included, the second NO is similar to the first but with
much smaller occupation; hence little additional correlation energy results. Only when orbitals of opposite parity
are added does the amount of productive correlation significantly increase due to creating active orbitals which
have different character. The additional occupied and virtual natural orbitals have Pu character similar to the original, but the relative orientations are such that there is a
node at He. Even though the added orbitals have no He
character, they are vital to an accurate representation of
the proton transfer process.
The energies and resulting proton transfer barriers
from the best MCSCF calculations for each of the complexes are given with respect to active space size in Table
VIII. The best computation was defined as that which
yields the maximum amount of correlation without significant HI or p" character.
The reader should be reminded that since the transfer
potential for HFi is of the symmetric single well type, the
true barrier calculated in this way should be negative.
When two occupied orbitals are included in the MCSCF
active space, a negative barrier consistent with the MP
results of Table I is produced. However, when four occupied orbitals are included the barriers are positive and erratic. The difficulty in obtaining a reasonable barrier in this
case is due to a large contribution of the symmetric combination of each fluorine's lone pairs in the occupied set.
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TABLE IV. Calculated energies (hartree) and summation of virtual natural orbital occupations for HF2 .
Midpoint

End point

Occupied orbitals'

Virtual orbitals'

Energy

Sum

Energy

Sum

2ug
2ug
3ug
3ug
3ug
3uu
2ug
3ug
3uu
2ug
3ug
2ug 3ug
2ug 3ug
2ug 3ug
2ug 3ug
3ug 3uu
3ug 3uu
3ug 3uu
2ug 3ug
3ug 3uu
3ug 3uu
3ug 3uu
3ug 3uu
2ug 3ug 3uu
2ug 3ug 3uu
2ug 3ug 3uu
2ug 2uu 3ug 3uu
2ug 2uu 3ug 3uu
2ug 2uu 3ug 3uu

4ug
5ug
4ug
5ug
6ug
4uu
4ug 5ug
4ug 5ug
4ug 5ug
4ug 5ug 6ug
4ug 5ug 6ug
4ug
5ug
6ug
4ug 5ug
4ug 5ug
4ug 4uu
5ug 4uu
4ug 5ug 6ug
4ug 5ug 6ug
4ug 5ug 4uu
4ug 6ug 4uu
4ug 5ug 6ug 4uu
4ug 5ug
4ug 5ug 6ug
4ug 5ug 6ug 4uu
4ug 5ug
4ug 5ug 6ug
4ug 5ug 6ug 4uu

-199.244 772 2
-199.244 772 2
-199.244 772 2
-199.244 7722
-199.244 772 2
-199.2376996
-199.2454305
-199.2454305
-199.2484788
-199.2455025
-199.2455025
-199.244 9193
-199.244 9193
-199.244 9193
-199.2477944
-199.2566214
-199.2696379
-199.2696379
-199.2492123
-199.2569203
-199.272 205 4
-199.272 205 4
-199.272 6318
-199.2568610
-199.260 396 6
-199.2783195
-199.2625744
-199.2655916
-199.2880622

0.0084
0.0084
0.0084
0.0084
0.0084
0.0013
0.0086
0.0086
0.0145
0.0087
0.0087
0.0085
0.0085
0.0085
0.0096
0.0188
0.0276
0.0276
0.0099
0.0194
0.0294
0.0294
0.0302
0.0188
0.0200
0.0358
0.0271
0.0277
0.0404

-199.2526227
-199.2526227
-199.2526227
-199.2526227
-199.252622 7
-199.2522459
-199.2532176
-199.2532176
-199.252 760 7
-199.2534038
-199.253403 8
-199.2544658
-199.2544658
-199.254465 8
-199.2687122
-199.2695203
-199.2695203
-199.2695203
-199.2700069
-199.272 0789
-199.272 078 9
-199.272 078 9
-199.272 502 9
-199.2698214
-199.2860169
-199.2890182
-199.2694236
-199.2863384
- 199.302 663 9

0.0144
0.0144
0.0144
0.0144
0.0144
0.0143
0.0147
0.0147
0.0147
0.0148
0.0148
0.0167
0.0167
0.0167
0.0201
0.0275
0.0275
0.0275
0.0213
0.0293
0.0293
0.0293
0.0303
0.0275
0.0339
0.0317
0.0196
0.0341
0.0343

'Symmetry designations correspond to the midpoint structure.
TABLE V. Calculated energies (hartree), summation of virtual natural orbital occupations and largest H, coefficient for H7N{.
Midpoint

End point

Occupied orbitals'

Virtual orbitals'

Energy

Sum

Hb
I

2alg 2a2u
3alg 3a2u
2alg 2a2u
3alg 3a2u
2alg 2a2u
3alg 3a2u
3alg 3a2u
2alg 2a2u
2a lg 2a2u
3alg 3a2u
3a lg 3a2u
2alg 3alg 2a2u
2a lg 2a2u 3a2u
2alg 3a lg 3a2u
3a Ig 2a2u 3a2u
2alg 3alg 2a2u
2a Ig 2a2u 3a2u
2alg 3a 1g 3a2u
3a Ig 2a2u 3a2u
2alg 3a1g 2a2u 3a2u
2alg 3alg 2a2u 3a2u
2a 1g 3alg 2a2u 3a2u
2alg 3alg 2a2u 3a2u
2alg 3alg 2a2u 3a2u
2alg 3alg 2a2u 3a 2u

4alg 4a2u
40 lg 40 2u
40 lg 5alg 4a2u
4alg 5alg 4a2u
5alg 6alg 5a2u
5a Ig 6a Ig 5a2u
5alg 7alg 6a2u
4alg 6alg 4a2u 5a2u
4alg 7alg 40 2u 6a2u
40 lg 6alg 402u 5a2u
40 lg 7alg 4a2u 6a2u
40 1g 402u
40 1g 402u
40 1g 40 2u
4alg 402u
40 1g 5alg 4a2u
40 Ig 5a Ig 4a2u
4alg 5a 1g 40 2u
40 1g 5a 1g 40 2u
40 lg 402u
4a 1g 5a 1g 4a2u
5alg 6a 1g 5a2u
5a18 7a 1g 6a2u
40 1g 6alg 40 2u 5a2u
40 1g 7alg 402u 6a2u

-112.625 364 3
-112.625 364 3
-112.628553 5
-112.628 553 5
-112.614683 1
- 112.625 675 5
-112.625675 5
- 112.628 924 3
-112.625721 3
-112.628 924 3
-112.625721 3
-112.6255689
-112.625445 1
- 112.625 568 9
-112.625445 1
- 112.629 920 1
-112.629285 7
-112.6299200
-112.6308742
-112.6256970
- 112.638 038 4
-112.622 160 1
-112.635998 2
-112.641 8086
-112.6366302

0.0419
0.0419
0.0450
0.0450
0.0299
0.0423
0.0423
0.0458
0.0424
0.0458
0.0424
0.0422
0.0420
0.0422
0.0420
0.0446
0.0401
0.0446
0.0454
0.0422
0.0484
0.0338
0.0480
0.0518
0.0484

0.02
0.02
0.04
0.04
0.13(1 )
0.37(1)
0.37(1 )
0.09
0.46(2)
0.09
0.46(2)
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.15(1)
0.17(2)
0.15(1 )
0.15(1)
0.02
0.16(2)
0.16(1 )
0.12(1 )
0.16(2)
0.59(2)

Energy

Sum

Hb
I

-112.636 751 1
-112.6390208
-112.638911 7
-112.641 502 8
-112.638911 7
-112.638911 7
-112.641 5028
-112.6397987
- 112.639 796 6
-112.6419388
-112.641940 9
- 112.637 843 0
-112.637 8430
- 112.639 172 1
- 112.638 045 1
-112.649460 1
-112.6537430
-112.649460 1
-112.6537430
- 112.639 784 8
-112.6506172
-112.652 1845
-112.6521846
-112.666583 2
-112.6665832

0.0246
0.0283
0.0262
0.0302
0.0262
0.0262
0.0302
0.0268
0.0268
0.0305
0.0305
0.0263
0.0263
0.0284
0.0237
0.0330
0.0383
0.0330
0.0383
0.0263
0.0350
0.0369
0.0369
0.0469
0.0469

0.20(1)
0.02
0.20(1)
0.03
0.20( 1)
0.20(1 )
0.03
0.62(2)
0.62(2)
0.30(1)
0.29(1 )
0.19(1 )
0.19(1)
0.02
0.21(1)
0.23(2)
0.17(2)
0.22(2)
0.17(2)
0.19(1)
0.22(2)
0.19(2)
0.19(2)
0.18(3)
0.18(3)

'Symmetry designations correspond to the midpoint structure.
bValue in parentheses represents how many of the orbitals have coefficients above 0.10.
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TABLE VI. Calculated energies (hartreel, summation of virtual natural orbital occupations and largest H, coefficient for H 3Oi.
Occupied
orbitals·

50'
70'
50'
70'
50'
6a'
6a'
50'
50'
50'
Sa'
Sa'
6a'
Sa'
Sa'
Sa'
Sa'
5a'
Sa'

70'
80'
80'
8a'
80'
8a'
7a'
7a'
8a'
6a'
6a'
6a'
6a'
6a'
6a'

7a'
7a'
7a'
7a'
7a'
7a'

8a'
8a'
8a'
8a'
8a'
8a'

Midpoint

Virtual
orbitals'

Energy

110'
110'
110' 120'
110' 120'
110' 120'
110' 120'
120' 170'
11a' 120'
110' 170'
12a' 17a'
11a' 12a' l3a'
Ila' 12a' 13a' 140'
9a' lOa' l1a' 12a' 13a' 140'
lla' 120' 13a' 140'
9a' lOa' lla' 12a'
11a' 12a' 15a' 16a'
9a' lOa' l1a' 120' 13a' 140'
l1a' 120' 13a' 140' 15a' 16a'
9a' lOa' l1a' 12a' 15a' 16a'

-151.1982243
-151.1982243
-151.198844 3
-151.198844 3
-151.204 9839
-151.2141582
-151.2070755
-151.2114634
-151.2247169
-151.2247169
-151.2088423
-151.210 8493
-151.2244508
-151.2763897
-151.2763900
-151.2763956
-151.3035186
-151.3035186
-151.3035186

End point

Sum

H,b

Energy

Sum

H,b

0.0150
0.0150
0.0151
0.0151
0.0205
0.0340
0.0299
0.0320
0.0448
0.0448
0.0230
0.0239
0.0412
0.0929
0.0929
0.0929
0.1 !O8
0.1 !O8
0.1108

0.02
0.02
0.11 (I)
0.11 (I)
0.42(1)
0.48(1 )
0.52(1 )
0.05
0.14(1)
0.14(1)
0.54(2)
0.55(2)
0.95(5)
0.43(3)
0.43(3)
0.43(3)
0.88(4)
0.88(4)
0.88(4)

-151.2157954
-151.2157954
-151.2220396
-151.2220396
-151.247841 3
-151.2485842
-151.2310205
-151.2310205
-151.2310205
-151.2310205
-151.252436 1
-151.2560224
-151.2563292
-151.299 3994
-151.2993997
-151.2993997
-151.309 1982
-151.3090187
-151.3086339

0.0161
0.0161
0.0241
0.0241
0.0425
0.0477
0.0315
0.0315
0.0315
0.0315
0.0447
0.0473
0.0560
0.0905
0.0905
0.Q905
0.0964
0.0966
0.0965

0.05
0.05
1.26(2)
1.26(2)
0.62(1)
0.57( 1)
0.11(1)
0.11(1 )
0.11 (I)
0.11(1 )
1.22(2)
1.22(3)
1.31(5)
0.62(4)
0.62(4)
0.62(4)
1.19(6)
1.19(6)
1.19(6)

"Symmetry designations correspond to the midpoint structure.
byalue in parentheses represents how many of the orbitals have coefficients above 0.10.

TABLE VII. Calculated energies (hartree), summation of virtual natural orbital occupations and largest H, coefficient for HsOi.

5a'
Sa'
Sa'
Sa'
5a'
7a'
7a'
5a'
7a'
5a'
5a'
50'

6a'
6a'
8a'
8a'
6a'
8a'
6a' 7a' 8a'
6a' 7a' 8a'
6a' 7a' 8a'

End point

Midpoint

Virtual
orbitals'

Energy

Sum

H,b

Energy

Sum

Hb

lla'
11a' 12a'
9a' lOa' lla' 3a" 40"
lla' 12a'
11a' 13a'
9a'10a'
140' 18a'
11a' 12a' 13a' 15a'
11a' 13a' 140' 18a'
lla' 13a' 140' 18a'
9a' lOa' lla' 13a' 140' 18a'
lla' 12a' 13a' 140' 16a' 18a'

-152.1413260
-152.141 855 5
-152.1418888
-152.1516308
-152.1658668
-152.1658668
-152.1362384
-152.1686901
-152.1662426
-152.1886999
-152.2227389
-152.226 1364

0.0133
0.0134
0.0134
0.0240
0.0374
0.0374
0.0038
0.0404
0.0380
0.0515
0.0758
0.0790

0.Q2
0.03
0.92(3)
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.19(2)
0.16(1 )
0.71(2)
0.19(2)
0.66(4)
0.66(4)

-152.158771 1
-152.1600300
-152.160 506 5
-152.172 4891
-152.172 4371
-152.1674515
-152.1671548
-152.1747244
-152.1875995
-152.225 572 6
-152.2307686
-152.2307689

0.0156
0.0161
0.0163
0.0278
0.0272
0.0221
0.0227
0.0296
0.0344
0.0640
0.0674
0.0674

0.02
0.04
0.69(3)
0.04
0.33(1 )
0.34( 1)
0.33(2)
0.22( 1)
0.78(3)
0.24(2)
0.50(3)
0.50(3)

Occupied
orbitals·

,

"Symmetry designations correspond to the midpoint structure.
byalue in parentheses represents how many of the orbitals have coefficients above 0.10.

TABLE VIII. Calculated energies (hartree) and proton transfer barriers (kcallmol) using MCSCF.

HFi

H7 N i

H)Oi"
HsOi

No. of
occupied

No. of
virtual

Midpoint
energy

End-point
energy

gt

2
2
2
4
4
4
2
2
2
4
2
2
2

2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
2
2
4

-199.2696379
-199.272 205 4
-199.272 631 8
-199.2625744
-199.2655916
-199.2880622
-112.625 3642
- 112.628 553 5
-112.6289239
-112.6256970
-151.2247169
-152.1658668
-152.168690 1

-199.2695203
- 199.272 078 9
-199.272 502 9
-199.2694236
-199.2863384
-199.3026639
-112.6390208
-112.641 502 8
-112.641940 0
- 112.639 784 8
-151.2310205
-152.1724891
-152.1747244

-0.074
-0.079
-0.080
4.30
13.02
9.16
8.57
8.13
8.17
8.84
3.96
4.16
3.79
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The relative proportion of donor and acceptor character
for the fluorine lone pairs differs for the two structures,
resulting in an inconsistent treatment of the interaction
when they are included in the active space.
The total energies and virtual NO occupancy summations are presented in Table V for H7Nt along with the
largest HI coefficient of the corresponding orbitals. The
first eleven rows contain the results obtained using two
occupied orbitals, either (2a1g>2a2u) or (3alg>3a2u)' The
MCSCF energy for the midpoint structure does not depend
on which occupied pair is used; each produces the same
value for a given virtual orbital combination with only one
exception. Similar to HF2', both active natural orbitals,
either occupied or virtual, possess N Pa character with one
having He interaction and the other a node at He. There is
no significant terminal hydrogen involvement in most
cases. In some cases where a third virtual MO was added,
HI makes a significant contribution but the occupancy is
very low, < 0.0002.
Unlike the midpoint, the end-point results do depend
upon which pair of occupied orbitals is used. The lower
energy pair incorporates significant HI correlation into
both the occupied and virtual natural orbitals for any
choice of virtuals while the higher energy pair does not.
The calculations involving three occupied orbitals are less
consistent. While certain combinations lead to identical
minima for the midpoint geometry, others do the same in
the end point. The inconsistency is due to the occupied
orbitals not being balanced between the donor and acceptor atoms, which results in a different correlated space, and
thus different natural orbitals, as the central hydrogen
moves along the H-bond axis. Although the occupied
group containing all four appropriate orbitals is balanced,
the results are unpredictable. Only one calculation for either structure avoids terminal hydrogen contributions.
Unlike the HF2' complex where the barriers are highly
dependent upon the number of occupied MOs, Table VIII
reveals much better consistency for H7Nt. The calculated
barriers are reasonable, midway between the SCF and MP
values. Addition of either occupied or vacant MOs has
only a small influence on these quantities. The consistency
is due in part to the greater ease with which terminal hydrogen character may be eliminated from the active space
in the case of H7Nt than P1T can for HF2'.
It is not sufficient to simply exclude virtuals that have
HI character from the oxygen-containing complexes; one
must also examine the relative proportion of P1T and P<r The
Pa orbitals are central to the transfer but the terminal hydrogens can interact with the oxygen only if P1T orbitals are
included. As a result, significant virtual P1T character is a
mark of unproductive correlation. While only three virtual
orbitals meet the above criteria, additional combinations
are tested to guarantee productive combinations are not
overlooked.
The calculations for H 302' reported in the first four
rows of Table VI utilize only one occupied orbital, and the
results hence favor the end point due to the imbalance
between the acceptor and donor. Only two local minima
are found for the midpoint and end-point geometries. The

next nine calculations describe three different combinations
of two occupied orbitals. The (5a',7a') and (6a',8a')
combinations produce inconsistent results, all of which
have a large amount of HI correlation (coefficients ;;;,0.4).
The third combination, (5a',8a'), is more consistent in
that two of the three energies are equal, and have little
terminal hydrogen character in the NOs. The third
(5a',8a') computation has less correlation due to the two
virtual orbitals being too similar in character to allow sufficient flexibility.
The last six combinations, which use all four appropriate occupied orbitals, lead to two possible local minima for
either the midpoint or end-point geometry. They also result in substantial HI correlation for any combination of
virtuals. No balanced combinations are able to completely
eliminate terminal hydrogen correlation. When the occupied combination (5a',8a') is used with two of the appropriate virtuals, the amount of HI correlation incorporated
is nearly equivalent in both structures. The barrier calculated in this case is 3.96 kcallmol, as reported in Table
VIII, in the regime bordered by the SCF and MP results.
The first three calculations for HsOt in Table VII
confirm that including one occupied orbital biases the results towards increased end-point correlation. Two combinations of two occupied orbitals are tested. The quality of
the results depends on which pair is used. The (Sa', 6a' )
combination yields better results than the (7a',8a') pair.
Correlated space without HI incorporation is obtained for
both midpoint and end point using (5a',6a') and two virtuals. The midpoint produces two different correlated
spaces, one having less correlation again due to the virtual
orbitals being too similar. When (Sa' ,6a') and four virtuals are included in the active space, some terminal hydrogen incorporation results. However, the amount is small
enough to consider it an acceptable calculation.
Unlike H 302', either two or four virtual orbitals can be
included in the active space without incorporating significant P 1T or HI character. The barriers calculated are 4.16
and 3.79 kcallmol for two and four virtuals, respectively.
These values are satisfactory, being slightly larger than
those for H 302', as seen for the MP results as well. In
addition, as with H7Nt the barrier decreases by ~0.4
kcal/mol when flexibility is added by increasing the size of
the active space.
Overall, the correlated space, and thus the quality, of a
MCSCF calculation is sensitive to the choice of orbitals
that are included in the active space. When the correlation
is concentrated in orbitals directly involved in the proton
transfer process, consistent results are obtained, provided
there is a proper balance between the donor and acceptor.
Our results indicate that only orbitals which are allowed by
symmetry to interact with the transferring hydrogen need
be included in the MCSCF active space. However, not all
orbitals with the proper symmetry lead to the correct correlated space. Care must be taken to exclude those orbitals,
either occupied or virtual, that can introduce interactions
other than those pertaining directly to the proton transfer.
Using virtual orbitals in addition to one appropriate antibonding counterpart of each occupied orbital lowers the
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TABLE IX. Calculated energies (hartree) and summation of virtual natural orbital occupations using
localized occupied orbitals for HFi.
Occupied
orbitals
2F-H<
2F-H(
2F-H(
2F-H(
2F-H<
2F-H(
2F-H<
2F-H<
2F-H<

Midpoint

End point

Virtual orbitals'

Energy

Sum

Energy

Sum

40"g 50"g

-199.2566214
-199.2696379
-199.2696379
-199.2569203
-199.272 205 4
-199.272 6318
-199.272 6318
-199.272 525 4
-199.2733423

0.0188
0.0276
0.0276
0.0194
0.0294
0.0303
0.0303
0.0297
0.0310

-199.2695203
-199.2695203
-199.2695203
- 199.272 078 9
- 199.272 078 9
-199.272 503 0
-199.272 503 5
-199.272 515 9
-199.273211 9

0.0275
0.0275
0.0275
0.0293
0.0293
0.0302
0.0302
0.0299
0.0308

60"g 40".
70"g 50".
40"g 50"g 60"g
40"g 50"g 40".
40"g 50"g 60"g 40".
40"g 50"g tag Sa.
6ag tag 4a. Sa.
4ag Sag 60", 70"g 40". Sa.

'Symmetry designations correspond to the midpoint structure.

barrier by allowing more correlation to occur without introducing new types of correlation. Finally, it should be
noted that it can be difficult to determine in advance of the
calculation whether a given set of orbitals will generate the
desired correlated space which limits the general usefulness
of this approach.

IV. LOCALIZED MCSCF

The localization procedure changes the character of
the occupied orbitals such that each MO corresponds to a
distinct bonding or lone pair orbital. For both the end and
midpoint geometries of HFi, localization produces a core
orbital, one F-Hc bonding orbital, and three lone pairs for
each F atom. The four F-centered orbitals are arranged
tetrahedrally, relative to the F-Hc bond lying along the
F-Faxis. The localized oxygen and nitrogen orbitals in the
other complexes adopt the same spatial arrangement. Only

the occupied orbitals which consist of the 0, N, or F interaction with the transferring hydrogen need be included. .
The total energies and summation of occupancies using
localized occupied orbitals in the MCSCF active space are
provided in Tables IX-XII. The localized results for HFi
are more consistent than those using canonical occupied
orbitals. When either two or three virtuals are utilized, the
midpoint correlated space depends on their relative parity.
If both gerade and ungerade orbitals are included, there is
significantly more correlation. This consideration is removed in the endpoint due to loss of the inversion center so
any a orbitals provide the desired correlation. With four
virtuals there is a small dependence on the number of orbitals of each parity which becomes slightly more pronounced in the midpoint structure.
The total energies and resulting transfer barriers obtained using localized molecular orbitals in the MCSCF
active space are listed in Table XIII for each of the complexes. For HFi, with two vacant orbitals a barrier of

TABLE X. Calculated energies (hartree), summation of virtual natural orbital occupations and largest H, coefficient using localized occupied orbitals for H7Nt.
Occupied
orbitals
2N-H<
2N-H<
2N-H<
2N-H<
2N-H(
2N-H<
2N-H<
2N-H<
2N-H<
2N-H(
2N-H<
2N-H(
2N-H<
2N-H<
2N-H(

Virtual
orbitals'
40 lg 40 2•

6a lg 5a 2•
7alg 6a 2•
40 lg 5alg 402•
5alg 6alg 5a2.
5alg 7alg 6a2.

40 Ig 6a Ig 402• 5a2.
40 lg 7alg 40 2• 6a2.
6a lg 7alg 5a2. 6a2.
4a Ig Sa Ig 6a Ig 40 2• 5a2.
40 lg 5alg 7alg 402• 6a2.
5alg 6a lg 7alg 5a2. 6a2.
40 lg 5alg 6a lg 7alg 402•
40 Ig 6a Ig 7a Ig 402• 5a2• 6a2•
40 lg 5alg 6alg 7alg 402• 5a2. 6a2.

Midpoint

End point

,

Energy

Sum

Hb

-112.625 364 2
- 112.625 364 2
-112.625 3642
-112.628 553 5
-112.628 553 5
-112.628 553 5
-112.6289760
-112.6289767
- 112.628 976 9
-112.629 388 8
-112.629 388 8
-112.629 388 8
-112.6289825
-112.6294549
- 112.629 662 9

0.0419
0.0419
0.0419
0.0450
0.0450
0.0450
0.0454
0.0454
0.0454
0.0462
0.0462
0.0462
0.0459
0.0463
0.0466

0.Q2
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.39(1)
0.39( 1)
0.39(1 )
0.38(2)
0.38(2)
0.38(2)
0.20( 1)
0.53(3)
0.55(3)

Energy

Sum

Hb
,

-112.6390208
-112.6390208
-112.6390208
-112.641 5028
-112.641 5028
-112.641 5028
-112.641 941 0
-112.6419410
- 112.641 941 0
-112.6420992
- 112.642 073 9
-112.642097 8
- 112.642 098 8
-112.6422370
-112.642 3643

0.0283
0.0283
0.0283
0.0302
0.0302
0.0302
0.0305
0.0305
0.0305
0.0307
0.0308
0.0307
0.0307
0.0310
0.0313

om
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.30( 1)
0.30( 1)
0.30(1)
0.31(2)
0.36(2)
0.31(2)
0.31 (2)
0.42(3)
0.57(3)

'Symmetry designations correspond to the midpoint structure.
byalue in parentheses represents how many of the orbitals have coefficients above O.lD.
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TABLE XI. Calculated energies (hartree), summation of virtual natural orbital occupations and largest H, coefficient using localized occupied orbitals
for H 30 2 .

20-H c
20-Hc
20-Hc
20-Hc
20-H c
20-H c
20-Hc
20-H c
2O-He
20-Hc
20-H c
20-H c
20-H c
20-H c
20-H c

End point

Midpoint

Virtual
orbitals'

Energy

9a' lOa'
13a' 14a'
l5a' 16a'
14a' 16a'
9a' lOa' lla' 12a'
9a' lOa' 14a' 16a'
lla' 12a' 13a' 14a'
lla' 12a' 15a' 16a'
9a' lOa' 13a' 14a'
9a' lOa' 15a' 16a'
lla' 12a' 14a' 16a'
9a' lOa' lla' 12a' 13a' 14a'
lla' 12a' 13a' 14a' 15a' 16a'
9a' lOa' 11a' 12a' 15a' 16a'
9a' lOa' lla' 12a' 14a' 16a'

-151.2247169
-151.2247169
-151.2247169
-151.2247169
-151.2283470
-151.2283470
-151.2283470
-151.2283470
-151.2283054
-151.2283054
-151.2120315
-151.2293833
-151.2293833
-151.2293826
-151.2285955

Occupied
orbitals

Sum

Hb
I

Energy

Sum

Hb
I

0.0448
0.0448
0.0448
0.0448
0.0492
0.0492
0.0492
0.0492
0.0485
0.0485
0.0327
0.0516
0.0516
0.0516
0.0493

0.14(1 )
0.14(1)
0.14(1 )
0.14(1 )
0.14(1 )
0.14(1 )
0.14(1 )
0.14(1 )
0.50(2)
0.50(2)
0.51(2)
0.54(4)
0.54(4)
0.54(4)
0.54(4)

-151.2310205
-151.2310205
-151.2310205
-151.2310205
-151.233840 0
-151.233809 8
-151.233 848 1
-151.2338450
-151.2338499
-151.2338504
-151.233 8502
-151.2346575
-151.2346574
-151.234660 3
-151.2346629

0.0315
0.0315
0.0315
0.0315
0.0339
0.0339
0.0339
0.0339
0.0339
0.0339
0.0339
0.0349
0.0349
0.0350
0.0350

0.11 (1)
0.11(1 )
0.11 (1)
0.11 (1)
0.78(3)
0.69(3)
0.78(3)
0.11 (1)
0.77(3)
0.77(3)
0.77(3)
0.78(5)
0.78(5)
0.78(5)
0.78(5)

'Symmetry designations correspond to the midpoint structure.
Dyalue in parentheses represents how many of the orbitals have coefficients above 0.10.

TABLE XII. Calculated energies (hartree), summation of virtual natural orbital occupations and largest H, coefficient using localized occupied orbitals
for H50t.
Occupied
orbitals

20-H c
20-H c
2O-He
20-H c
20-H c
20-Hc
20-H c

Midpoint

End point

Virtual
orbitals'

Energy

Sum

Hb
I

Energy

Sum

Hb
I

9a' lOa'
13a' 14a'
l1a' 12a'
9a' lOa' lla' 12a'
9a' lOa' 13a' 14a'
l1a' 12a' 13a' 14a'
9a' lOa' 11a' 12a' 13a' 14a'

-152.1685867
-152.1685867
-152.1516302
-152.168690 I
-152.1686901
-152.1520399
-152.1688714

0.0374
0.0374
0.0240
0.0404
0.0404
0.0247
0.0405

0.05
0.05
0.03
0.16(1 )
0.16(1 )
0.29(2)
0.52(3)

-152.172 4891
-152.1724891
-152.172 4891
-152.1747235
-152.1747244
-152.1747197
-152.1758242

0.0278
0.0278
0.0278
0.0296
0.0295
0.0296
0.0304

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.20(1 )
0.24( 1)
0.16(1 )
0.45(3)

'Symmetry designations correspond to the midpoint structure.
bValue in parentheses represents how many of the orbitals have coefficients above 0.10.

TABLE XIII. Calculated energies (hartree) and proton transfer barriers (kcal/mol) using MCSCF and
localized occupied orbitals.

HF2

H7Nt

H 30 2
H 50t

No. of
occupied

No. of
virtual

Midpoint
energy

End-point
energy

JJI

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
3
4
6
2
3
4
2
4
2
4

-199.2696379
-199.272 205 4
-199.272 631 8
-199.273 342 3
-112.625364 2
-112.628 553 5
- 112.628 976 7
-151.2247169
-151.2283470
-152.1658668
-152.168690 1

-199.2695203
-199.272 078 9
-199.272 503 5
-199.273211 9
- 112.639 020 8
-112.641 503 8
-112.6419410
-151.2310205
-151.2338450
-152.1724891
-152.1747249

-0.0738
-0.0794
-0.0805
-0.0818
8.57
8.13
8.13
3.96
3.45
4.16
3.79
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- 0.074 kcallmol is obtained. Each additional virtual MO
included in the active space changes the barrier only negligibly. The only difference compared to the canonical results is that now six virtuals can be employed. The values
are in excellent agreement with the MP barriers in Table I.
For H 7Nt, as with HFi, the results are highly consistent, more so than the canonical results. The correlated
space is dependent only on the number of orbitals of each
symmetry that are included in the virtual active space. It is
noteworthy that the addition of virtual orbitals increases
the amount of correlation but has a negligible effect on the
character of the natural orbitals; it merely adds an additional orbital which has a much smaller occupation. With
either two or three virtuals there is no HI involvement in
the correlation, but the addition of a fourth virtual incorporates a very small amount. Addition of further virtuals
greatly increases the correlation involving the terminal hydrogens, indicating that only four virtuals are needed to
adequately represent the proton transfer process. The energies, correlated space, and barriers for H7Nt computed
using the two N-Hc orbitals (Table XIII) are virtually
identical to the best values obtained with the canonical
orbitals.
For H30i, the data in Table XI reveal that localization does not eliminate HI correlation. The calculations
using two virtuals are consistent and equivalent to the best
obtained using canonical orbitals. However, when four virtuals are employed, the results become erratic. Two quite
different, but energetically similar, correlated spaces are
obtained for each geometry. The more frequent midpoint
result is simply an extension of the two-orbital correlated
space, similar to the other complexes. The other result has
three orbitals with significant HI incorporation, although
the one with the highest occupation is equivalent to the
corresponding orbital in the calculations without significant HI correlation. For the end point, all but one of the
calculations produces large amounts of HI correlation, with
only the largest occupied not possessing HI" While using
four virtuals is precarious for this complex, the energies are
so close even when the HI correlation is significant, that the
barrier listed in Table XIII is reasonably accurate. In addition, the trend of reduction of the calculated barrier for
H7Nt and HsOt by -0.4 kcallmol with increase in the
size of the active space holds true for this complex as well.
Table XII presents the energies, largest HI coefficients,
and occupancy summations for HsOt. The results are
again nearly identical to those obtained using the best combination of canonical orbitals. The main difference is that,
once again, certain combinations of the midpoint virtual
orbitals do not provide sufficient flexibility and correlation
because they too closely resemble one another. As with
H30i, the initial HI correlation is introduced to a very
small degree in the fourth natural orbital. By the time the
sixth virtual is included, incorporation of terminal hydrogen interaction is excessive.
Overall, the MCSCF results using localized occupied
MOs are encouraging. In principle, the final correlated
space should not depend on whether canonical or localized
MOs are used. Both the barriers and the correlated spaces
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calculated using localized orbitals are indeed virtually
identical to those obtained from the canonical MCSCF
calculations, indicating that the best canonical calculations
do effectively eliminate Prr or HI interaction. Localization
simplifies the avoidance of unproductive correlation, allowing the desired correlated space to be reached more consistently. There is an additional advantage of localizing the
occupied orbitals; the precise character of the virtual orbitals becomes less crucial so there can be small contributions from p" or HI without creating the additional correlation because those elements do not exist in the localized
occupied orbitals. Localization also permits use of additional virtual orbitals, increasing the amount of the desired
correlation.

v. CONCLUSIONS
The correlated space and thus the quality of a MCSCF
calculation is highly sensitive to the choice of orbitals that
are included in the active space. It does appear possible to
obtain consistent results if one adheres to a set of criteria
that include balance of MOs between donor and acceptor
atom. Our results indicate that only orbitals which are
allowed by symmetry to interact with the transferring hydrogen need be included in the MCSCF active space. In
addition, including only virtual orbitals that are devoid of
terminal hydrogen or p" character produces the best results, avoiding undesired correlation.
Although the MCSCF calculations are usually able to
calculate reasonable proton transfer barriers, the consistency of the results is improved by prior localization of the
occupied orbitals. The barriers obtained are equivalent to
those obtained from canonical MOs, provided that interactions other than those pertaining to the proton transfer
process are removed from the MCSCF active space. Localization of the SCF orbitals relieves some of the difficulty
in this task by providing orbitals that do not possess p" or
HI character. In addition, localization allows virtuals
which have some p" or HI contributions to be included in
the MCSCF active space without adding in undesired correlation. The additional virtual orbitals result in more productive correlation and improved transfer barriers.
In summary, MCSCF calculations are inferior to other
correlated methods such as M0ller-Plesset for investigating proton transfer reactions. Selection of appropriate MOs
to include in the active space is problematic and requires
great care. The prognosis is more favorable if the occupied
MOs are localized as the desired correlated space can be
reached more consistently. When using Boys localized orbitals, the calculated barriers are similar to those of other
correlation methods, albeit slightly higher than the
M011er-Plesset values obtained with the same basis set.
The barriers obtained are - 0.80 kcallmol for HFi, 8.1 for
H 7Nt, 3.4 kcal/mol for H 30i, and 3.8 for HsOt.
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